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Types of TR Sent to HSE so far

- PRODUCTION: 48%
- NON Production: 30%
- NUI: 22%
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Breakdown of People Involved

- DH ALONE: 27%
- DH AND CONSULTANTS: 62%
- CONSULTANTS: 11%

Total: 100%
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• Learning experience for everybody

• Big Variety in TRS sent to HSE

• Varieties in size – content - detail
• HSE guidance clearly followed
• E.g. IS 4/2006, ON 74 & 75, IS 5/2007
• Reviewed against APOSC, GASCET
• Other website guidance
• HSE guidance not taken into account
• HSE guidance followed – but not wider account taken, e.g. latest industry standards
• DH think TRS is like SC submission
• Apparent confusion on what Regs require.
• E.g. 5 year clock restart [ON 75 clarifies].
• TR summary – ‘short and factual’ p. 193/4
• NP installation leaving / returning to UK ‘MAY’ have to thoroughly review the SC.
• Most DH used consultants, to greater or lesser extent, but some kept in house.